Abstract-This paper proposes an improved dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm with a nonlinear median filtering (NMF). Recognition accuracy of conventional DTW algorithms are less than the hidden Markov model (HMM) by same voice activity detection (VAD) and noise-reduction with running spectrum filtering (RSF) and dynamic range adjustment (DRA). For analyzing some incorrect results, unlike in conventional DTW, we do not use the minimum distance to recognize. we employ NMF and seek the median distance of the every reference word with the unknown speech waveform. All recognition accuracy of conventional DTW algorithms are improved much more by NMF. The recognition accuracy of Itakura's DTW algorithm is the best. Its recognition accuracy similar to that of the HMM approach in 10 dB and 20 dB white noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a popular automatic speech recognition (ASR) algorithm based on template matching [1] , [2] . DTW can accomplish time alignment of reference and test speech features by dynamic programming. Conventional DTW algorithms have fast search and low complexity,but it has poor speech recognition accuracy [3] - [5] . The hidden Markov model (HMM) technique achieves higher accuracy. However, HMM-based approaches rely on training [6] . HMM technique is also more complex than DTW due to reference speech waveform labeling and due to iterative computation. With HMM, any new speech waveform must be trained before it can be added to the reference model. These disadvantages limit HMM usage in some speech applications. DTW is still used to lots of small-vocabulary ASR, especially in the low computational embedded systems, because of the simplicity of its hardware implementation [7] . Therefore, in this paper we attempt to improve DTW performance.
The voice activity detection (VAD) is used to detect the beginning and end of speech waveforms and to exclude the non-speech segments [8] , [9] . This technique is used in this paper because it is well known that nonspeech segments can degrade recognition performance, especially at low signal-tonoise ratio (SNR).
Furthermore, speech waveforms may be masked in noisy environments. Noise-robust speech recognition methods are known that employ noise reduction techniques such as the cepstrum mean subtraction (CMS) [10] , running spectrum filtering (RSF), and dynamic range adjustment (DRA) [10] - [12] . These techniques can yield high recognition accuracy even at low SNR, for HMM techniques. However, they have never been applied for DTW recognition models.
These approachs have been introduced in the corresponding paper, they are not discussed in the paper.
In this paper we propose the following DTW-based speech recognition method. First, our ASR system exploits VAD to prepare the waveform as well as to reduce response time and computation cost. Then, it deploys CMS, RSF, or DRA noise-rejection techniques that filter appropriate bands. These techniques distort the speech waveform, i.e., its feature vectors may become most similar to the feature vectors of different reference speech waveforms. Our approach is then to use a nonlinear median filtering (NMF) and compute the median distance of the unknown speech waveform to every reference speech waveform. Our experiments show DTW recognition accuracy similar to that of HMM for the same noise reduction method.
II. DTW WITH NONLINEAR MEDIAN FILTERING
Two major conventional DTW algorithms are often used to ASR. One is the DTW that Sakoe and Chiba proposed [1] , the other is the DTW that Itakula proposed [2] . Their Warping function and adjustment window definition are showed in Fig. 1 . However, the conventional DTW algorithms recognize the unknown speech by the minimum Euclidean distance approach. Fig. 2 shows the recognition rates of three DTW algorithms and HMM with VAD, RSF and DRA in white noise. All recognition rates of DTW are less than that of HMM. The Itakura DTW is best among DTW algorithms, but it is only 77.36% in 10 dB SNR white noise, as also is shown in Table II -IV and discussed in Section III. Let us analyze the incorrect recognition of the speech for 'hatinohe' as the speech for 'date' with conventional DTW. Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the distances between spoken for 'hatinohe' and the reference speech for 'date' and 'hatinohe'. Notice from the upper subplot that the reference speech for 'date' yields the minimum distance (121.2). The reason is that the unknown speech with noise is distorted after it is processed by the noise reduction technology. It is more similar to a few speeches of 'date' than those of 'hatinohe'. But the number of distance for 'hatinohe' is more much than which for 'date' in the ahead several intervals except the first interval. It shows most of reference 'hatinohe' speeches are more similar to unknown speech than those of 'date'. If the top minimum distances (e.g.,those in the first interval) are taken off, we may use the minimum distance among remaining those to recognize. For example, the lower subplot indicates that the reference speech for 'hatinohe' yields the lower distance median (138.7 vs. 159) by a NMF, the unknown speech could be recognized accurately to 'hatinohe'.
For the above analysis, we propose the distance median is used to compute with a NMF. We assume there are m reference words. A reference word has n speeches for difference people. The DTW distances that the unknown word compute with the i th reference word is denoted as D i (1 i m). The DTW distance that the unknown word compute with the j th speech of the i th reference word is denoted as
The all DTW distances that the unknown word match all reference
T . We sort all matching distances of every reference word from small to large and get the new distance series D ′ i :
The d
T . The median distance a i is extracted 
The order is the windows length of NMF. Only the distance series that is from one to order is processed by NMF. We get all minimum distances of reference word:
The unknown word would be recognized by M in(A). For the conventional DTW, the unknown word would be recognized Fig. 4 shows the recognition accuracy of DTW with NMF for various filter orders. Note that DTW with order-1 NMF represents the conventional DTW approach, i.e., the minimum distance is used for recognition. This yields the poorest accuracy. Accuracy improves with increasing NMF order, and reaches its maximum for order around 9. Thus, accuracy reaches 85% with the proposed method whereas conventional DTW only achieves 77.36%, at 10 dB SNR. Further increasing the NMF order yields decreasing accuracy. Fig. 5 shows the recognition accuracy of the conventional and new DTW algorithms for different numbers of reference speeches for each word. For DTW with NMF, the filter order is set to 9. Accuracy clearly improves with larger number of reference speeches. DTW with NMF outperforms conventional DTW when this number is higher than 20. DTW with NMF is inferior to conventional DTW when this number is 10. The reason is that when the number of speeches is small and the NMF order is large, the optimal distance is filtered. Therefore, the NMF order should be set differently for different reference speech databases. Finally, note that although accuracy continues to improve with higher numbers of speeches, computational complexity also increases substantially, because of the large reference database. 6 shows the recognition rates of three DTW algorithms with NMF in white noise. All recognition rates of DTW are improved. The recognition rate of Itakura DTW is best among DTW algorithms. It is very close that of HMM in white noise, as also is shown in Table II and discussed in Section III.
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Our DTW-based ASR system has been implemented in MATLAB. The reference database comprises the reference speeches for 100 isolated Japanese words. For each word, the data base contains 50 speeches uttered by distinct 60 speakers. Recognition has been attempted for 50 isolated Table I . For our experiment we have considered the following cases, because we do not known which method is best for our system. A) CMS and DRA are applied for test speeches and reference speeches B) RSF and DRA are applied for test speeches and reference speeches C) DRA is applied for test data and reference speeches D) No noise reduction; test data was recognized directly.
Table II-IV shows the DTW recognition accuracy for 10 dB and 20 dB SNR white and babble noise, with and without NMF. Our Table II -IV indicate that recognition accuracy of three DTW algorithms are improved much more by the NMF. The Itakura DTW is better than the others for our ASR system. In Table II the recognition accuracy of DTW with NMF is 85.04% for 10 dB SNR, and 97.08% for 20 dB SNR, in white noise, with RSF&DRA (case 'B'). Furthermore, the recognition accuracy of DTW with NMF is 77.38% for 10 dB SNR, and 92.82% for 20 dB, in babble noise, with RSF&DRA (case 'B'). Previous work [10] has found that the HMM-based recognition accuracy is 85.6% for 10 dB SNR, and 97.5% for 20 dB SNR, in white noise, with RSF&DRA. Further, HMM accuracy is 77.0% for 10 dB SNR, and 95.7% for 20 dB SNR, in babble noise, with RSF&DRA. Thus, the recognition accuracy of DTW with NMF approaches that of HMM-based techniques for RSF&DRA-based noise reduction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new improved DTW algorithm with NMF. Our DTW algorithm is enhanced with an NMF to dramatically improve recognition capability of all DTW algorithms. We have found that the accuracy of our approach increases with the number of reference speeches of every reference word and that DTW with NMF outperforms conventional DTW when the number of speeches is higher than 20. Further, for NMF order of 9, the novel DTW approach reaches its highest accuracy. Thus, DTW with NMF yields 85.04% accuracy compared to 77.36% for conventional Itakura DTW at 10 dB SNR. This means that our new DTW method approaches the accuracy of HMM-based method. Thus, the proposed method may be the simpler solution for speech recognition applications. 
